[Mandibular advancement orthotic for treatment of obstructive sleep apnea].
Mandibular advancement devices represent a therapeutic option for obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS). Clinical improvement has been proved in the different available studies, mainly on nocturnal respiratory events and quality of sleep. Less snoring have been noted by bed partners and objective studies have demonstrated decrease in snoring frequency and intensity. The effect of these ortheses on upper airways resistance syndrome is not yet well documented. The significant clinical improvement is secondary to the decrease in the occurrence of apneas and hypopneas. Polysomnographic improvement criteria with an apnea hypopnea index less than 10 per hour has been noted in certain cases. Although no improvement or even worsening was noted in other cases. Sleep architecture has also changed in these patients, with a decrease in the time spent in stages 1 and 2, and an increase in the time spent in stages 3 and 4 and rapid eye movement sleep. Microarousals are also decreased in number certainly with the decrease in the occurrence of respiratory events. Somnolence and loss of attention are improved; these have been evaluated subjectively or by a well known and approved somnolence scale. In some cases a test for vigilance was done.